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Evilution

Well it’s that time of year again - you got it - Halloween.  Time to grab your microwave popcorn and a cold

one, because it’s time to watch some horror movies.  The first in this year’s series of reviews is the new

soon to be cult classic Evilution.  Evilution is about a mad scientist military doctor that has discovered a

serum that will turn people in to alien zombies.  The army developed the serum to bring our dead military

back to life on the battlefield, but unfortunately, each time it is injected, it turns the dead into flesh eating

zombies. The majority of the movie takes place approx. 10 years after the original experiment at a military

base, in the middle of nowhere.  The base was destroyed after an experiment with the serum went bad. The

story picks up years later when a doctor, who was lucky enough to escape, reunites with the serum and

then resumes his testing.

The plot has the doctor moving in to a dingy apartment building, so that he can start his experiments again to see if he can

correct what when wrong at the military base.  Long story short, the experiments go wrong and the whole apartment building

gets infected with the virus.  Can the doctor save the apartment building and human kind, rent the movie to find out.  Not a

bad story line, even though it gets a little cheesey in parts, it will keep your interest.  All in all not a bad flick.  The acting was

good for the most part and the special effects were much better than expected.  Lots of blood and gore.  I was really

impressed with how good the zombie kill scenes were, because they didn’t come off comical, except for the times that the

director intentionally added in humor element.  This movie will keep you entertained throughout. The movie is a little

B-Rated, but still delivers.

Bottom line: Cool new zombie movie with a twist - Aliens.  Good flick that will make you jump and snicker at the same

time.

Ragman loves horror movies.
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